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The situation in 2017 is unchanged and the same as in 2016.
Again, the Chamber of Commerce contributions are paid by MIP from private funds. 

Costs are made private by MIP, so Manely Ellamo. (so donated)

Furthermore, the name Ellamo is used by MIP for strategic reasons.

WHF crowdfund campaign:
We launch Crowdfund promotion on February 14, 2017. 
Not everything went according to plan at the crowdfunding platform Indiegogo.com.

We raise almost 10k of the requested 50k. Costs of crowdfunding are above 10k. We learned a lot, 
and if there is a next time, we aim to find a better platform that fits more a good cause project.  All 
who donated will receive their perks and things like next WHF gala invitations after 
(partly)financing of the film project.

 https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/wim-hof-the-ice-man-film-science/x/2878737#/
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Validating the legal status of MIP and the WHF project
MIP contacts Loyens & Loeff international to validate MIP's contracts with Wim Hof. 
Loyens & Loeff's official statement helps MIP to keep the project alive and continue 
knowing the legal and rights part are in place. 
https://www.loyensloeff.com/en/en/
 

New Sponsorship for Ellamo Foundation
Nicole Tien from now on checks and sets up all Ellamo and MIP contracts. For the Ellamo 
Foundation, it is sponsorship. http://tienlegal-global.com/about/

Book 'Dealing With Healing'
The upcoming book entitled 'Dealing With Healing' in support of the film will be ready in 2019. 
Wim Hof had already agreed to this in 2014. Book gets Wim's foreword and probably that of New 
York Times bestseller author Raymond Aaron. 50% of the royalties go to Ellamo. 10% to Wim Hof 
Foundation for scientific research. The book serves as a marketing tool to support the film project 
and to propagate Wim's mission. Book comes out in three languages English, Spanish, and Dutch.
Later the rest of the main Languages like Mandarin, Russian, Japanese, Hindi, etc.

New Book
'Behind the scenes, Filming The Method, More Than A Film'

Manely started writing a book about the passion of the Wim Hof Film project. 
Pre-sales started with the Indiegogo crowdfunding event. We sold one copy through a perk. The 
book will be published after the film distribution and accompany the Movie during its world tour. 
Proceeds go partly to the Ellamo Foundation.
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Ellamo Foundation Support to third parties
The Board of he Ellamo Foundation  meets November 2016 and decides unanimous to structurally 
support the following organizations and projects with knowledge, advice, and financial resources 
and recruitment thereof.

ANBI ( Public Benefit) Stichting Childrenshome.
Manely adopts an orphan girl who is now 15 years old.
www.childrenshome.nl
A Dutch Christian ANBI Foundation saves children's lives in India and then offers them proper 
education, among others English, IT, etc
Chairman Manely Ellamo, adopts an orphan girl financially. She is now 15 years old. One of the 
Ellamo board members will travel to India to oversee the situation. The goal is eventually to offer 
support to aid more children and maximize the efforts from this caring organization lead by the 
Dutch couple Jan Mureau en Lia Mureau-Rullens.

ANBI ( Pubic Benefit) foundation ShortcutzAmsterdam
ShortCutzAmsterdam
www.shortcutzamsterdam.com
It is unprecedented what this organization has created an achieved in just four years. The 
organization lead by the couple Alexa and João Carlos Rodrigues has a significant cultural and 
unifying value in Amsterdam as well nationally. Coming two years, the Ellamo Foundation expects 
to increase funds and accordingly support ShortCutz Amsterdam with both financial and 
nonfinancial means.

The donations are given through MIP from private funds

Ellamo Foundation supports cultural and educational goods and services that have a direct public interest. Anyone can submit an 
application. The Board assesses the content and the social value of each application. This may include committees or temporary advisers for 
each case to be appointed. The board then makes a decision unanimously.

The foundation has the aim to stimulate the production of cultural and educational goods and services, such as movies, music, theater or 
other expressions of artistic nature, schools, education systems or other expressions and services of educational nature. The main aim is to 
support and empower children and women & increase human consciousness..

Ellamo Foundation Balance 2017

Bank Pay Account €     99,00 Equity  €  -1539,00 
Loan  MIP €    1491,00

Bank Savings Account €       0,00
------------ --------------
€     99,00 €       99,00

Loss & Profit account 2017

Donation €        27,00

Bank Costs €       -27,00

---------------
Result  €        00,00
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